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Our work over the past three years has focused on three phases of the proposed 
effort. The three phases are 1. establishment of the neutral metal oxide cluster 
distribution, 2. determination of the neutral cluster and product distribution following 
passage of the metal oxide clusters through the reaction cell with particular pressure of 
reactant gas molecules, and 3. DFT calculations of the active neutral cluster structures, 
isomers, electronic states, ions, complexes with relevant gas molecules (e.g., 
VzO3(SO2), ...), and relative energies for all relevant species. The next steps in this 
program will involve more extensive exploration of the metal oxide/molecule potential 
energy and reaction surfaces, exploration of the relation between cluster studies and 
condensed phase behavior, and experimental and theoretical consideration of the return or 
catalyst regeneration processes to complete the catalytic cycle. Below we review the first 
three steps in this program that we have begun for a number of different systems. 

Before enumerating the details of our efforts, we begin by emphasizing a few 
general points that are central to the success of this program.' First, we must determine 
the neutral cluster distribution of reactants, intermediates, and products. With the reaction 
cell empty we can ionize the neutral species in the beam, without fragmenting them, and 
get this information. The caveat - without fragmentation - is, in fact, the key to our efforts 
and nontrivial to accomplish. We have accomplished this by employing single photon, 
high encrgy!photon radiation (1 18 nm, 10.5 evlphoton, 10' ' photonslpulse) to ionize the 
neutrals. If the TOFM spectral peaks are sharp (8 ns), fragmentation has not occurred in 
the relevant time window (-2 to 2 x lo3 ns), and the neutral cluster distribution is 
sampled. RRKM calculations are employed to substantiate these resuk2 These studies 
are already published and can be followed in detail from the references cited.' As simple 
and as straightforward as these reports are, they are the first determined neutral metal 
oxide cluster distributions in the gas that have been demonstrated. Clearly neutral cluster 
reactivity studies must be based on such findings. Our reports cover Curno,, Fernon, 
Ti,O,, Zr,O,, V,O,, Cu,O,W,, and (unpublished) Fe,N,, Fer&,, and Fe,O,C,. The 10.5 
eVlphoton is sufficient energy to ionize nearly all reievant species encountered (see 
below). Even if 3 to 4 eV of excess energy resides in these clusters following ionization, 
DFT calculations show that fragmentation is not an open channel for the clusters of 
interest.'" Second, nonreactive scattering for the clusters in the collisionless beam (with 
residual He and 0 2  must be explored for appropriate inert gas pressures in the reaction 
cell to -10- torr) in order to determine how clusters respond to simple kinetic 
theory of gases (e.g., speed. cross section, mass, temperature) interactions. Reactive 
scattering and interactions should be specific to clusters of special stoichiometry and 
should not show a smooth, classically predictable behavior for intensity of TOFM spectra 
vs. gas pressure in the reaction cell. We have used Ar, NO, CO, COZ, NH3, C&, 
N(CH&, CH+ Sol, CnH2,,+?, and other species with the above metal oxide clusters (as 
appropriate for nonreactive studies - that is, not SO1IVm0,, CO/NO/Fc,O,ICu,O,, etc.) 
and have found only smooth decrease in the overall cluster intensity without variation of 
relative intensities ( 2  10%) with increasing pressure in the reactionlscattering ccll. Figure 
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1 shows the nozzle, ion removal grids, reactiodscattering cell, and mass spectrometer 
arrangement in the vacuum system. This too, as with the first point above, is an essential 
baseline result that has to be completely and thoroughly explored and characterized 
before reaction studies are undertaken. Reproducibility here is better than f 10% and is 
typically checked along with background spectra, before, during, and after a reactivity 
experiment. Third, theory must play a central role in this program because the 
experimental data (mass spectral peak intensities and line widths) only give us 
information about which clusters are particularly active or reactive with a specific 
molecule and what products they might be genPrAtino Tn nr+r to propose mechanisms 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the apparatus employed for these studies. 1 (a) presents the nozzle, ccll, and TOFMS 
and 1{b) presents the 118 nm generation scheme. The reaction cell is 5 cm long not including the - 2  cu 
skimmer. 

and understand the reactivity at an atomic level, quantum mechanics must be employed to 
suggest an open channel or pathway for the reaction. This will become clear as we 
discuss the details of our studies below. 

Neutral Cluster Distributions - Fe,nO,.l"'b Cu. 0,. ZrrmO~.1d3s Ti Tu.- O13.1c7h I C  A. 
V A L l f j h  

As referenced above, this work is completed for the indicated systems and is 
published. In brief, high 0 2  concentration (ca. 5% in the He expansion gas), yields cluster 
concentrations that are stable to further addition of 0 2 .  These neutral clusters are 
kinetically saturated; less 0 2  in the expansion yields clusters whose final stoichiometry is 
kinetically (collisionally) controlled. For Fe,O, clusters, we observe the major 
distribution of neutral to be Fe,O,, (m=1, ..., 30), FernO,+l,z (for m > lo), and Some 
Fe,O,.l species (for m < 10). For Cu,O, clusters we observe only small clusters with 
Cu,O, (m 5 4) and Cu,O,.l (m > 4). For Zr,O, clusters, the two series Zr,(32, and 
ZrmOZmll (m = 1, . . ., 30) are observed. For Ti,& dusters, Ti,Ol, and Ti,Ozm+l species 
are observed. For V,,O, clusters, (VOdx(V?Oj)4 species are observed. By varying the 0 2  

content of the expansion gas, the cluster distributions can be tuned to emphasize small 
and large clusters and oxygen rich and poor clusters around the general saturated (rn, n> 
values stated above. More details of these studies are given in the cited literature from our 
group. 

Thus, we have been able to characterize the distribution of neutral cIusters for 
various metal oxide species as a function of oxygen concentration and a variety of 
experimental parameters. We are able to produce clusters whose composition is 
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kinetically controlled (oxygen deficient species at low 0 2  content in the expansion gas) 
and ones whose composition does not vary with increased oxygen content in the 
expansiordreaction gas. A wide range of M,O, clusters can thereby be tested for reaction 
rate enhancement activity for different chemical reactions. 

B. Identification of Reactive Clusters, Product Species. and Complexes 
This phase of our program has begun with the study of the following two 

reactions: 1. C O N 0  -+ COz/N* employing Fe,O, neutral clusters as the reaction 
enhancement (catalyst) species; and 2. SO2 4 so3 employing V,O, neutral clusters as 
the reaction enhancement (catalyst) species. Additionally, we have looked at a possible 
reaction for CO to CO2 using very oxygen-deficient V,O, clusters. 

The experimental details are given in Section VI which presents the research plan 
for the next funding period (see Figure 1 for a Schematic of the apparatus and 118 nm 
ionization source). Briefly, the reaction cell is 6 cm long and clusters can undergo -0.1 to 
-10 collisions in the cell for the 50-100 ps transit time, depending on the pressure (IO-' to 
lom2 torr). Using the kinetic theory of gases to estimate collision frequencies, RRKM 
theory to estimate cluster fragmentation (vibrational predissociation, VP) times,1f7g32 and 
Fermi's Golden Rule to estimate vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) one 
estimates that dusters of the form Fe,O,(CO), or V,O,(SO2),, x = 1,2, can live for ca. 
1.00 ps under our experimental conditions. Binding energies for these clusters, electronic 
excited states, and gas kinetic reaction rates will be discussed in the context of our 
calculations presented below. 

Figures 2a, b present the effect of CO and NO, separately, on the neutral cluster 
distribution of FemOn clusters. Clearly the clusters FezO, Fe202, and Fe303 are the ones 
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Figurc 2 (a). Fe,O, rcacting with CO at cell pressures of CO givcn on the right of figure. Thc top trace i s  for the 
empty cell. Note that FezO,,: and Fe303 have rcduccd relative intensities, with rcspect to Fe404, Fe30f, and 
FehOh as the CO pressure increases. (b) Note the same behavior for Fc,,O,, and NO. Apparently Fe,,,O, clusters 
show no differcntial behavior for m > 4 and this give one a view of' how clustcrs behave undcr nonrcactive 



in this mass region that undergo a relative change in intensity (concentration) as the 
reaction gas pressure in the cell is increased. This behavior, as pointed out at the 
beginning of this section, is clearly different than that observed for Ar, CO?, or CnHZn+Z 
gas in the reaction cell. We suggest that these three clusters thereby are the ones that are 
active for the enhancement of the conversion of NO to N2 and CO to CO?. Figures 3a, b 
present the same experiments but now accessing the lower masses so as to observe 
products like N, 0, Nz, COT. Note that, for the empty cell in both instances, a sharp COZ 
(44 amu) background signal is observed along with a sharp N2 background signal. As 
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Figure 3 (a). Low mass spectra for F k O ,  reacting with CO to generate COz. Note that the C 0 2  broad, fragmented 
feature becomes more intense with respect to the COT sharp background pcak. CO, C, and 0 also fragment from 
the Fe,,O, clusters, presumably Fe,O,?: and Fe303. (b) Low mass spectra for Fe,O, reacting with NO to gencratc 

CO is added to the reaction gas cell, broad CO and CO2 fragmentation signals grow in the 
TOFMS relative to both the N2 and COz sharp background features. These relative 
intensities are only comparable within a given spectrum, not between spectra. 
Additionally, both C and 0 atomic features appear at higher CO pressures. All of these 
product features are fragmented from the clusters upon 193 nm ionization. The high mass 
shading on these features, and their shift to high mass values are related to the time 
required for fragmentation to  occur in the ion source region of the TOFMS. The small 
FenlO, clusters of interest do not undergo total fragmentation at this wavelength (as 
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determined in independent experiments) and can thereby be identified as the active 
species in these experiments. The NO to Nz conversion experiment in this mass region 
shows N and NZ products and the NO reactant being fragmented from the Fe,O, clusters 
(broad mass spectra features) as the NO pressure in the cell is increased. Thus, NO has 
been converted to Nz and CO has been converted to COz by the Fe,O, clusters FezO, 
FelOz, and Fe303. 11 8 nm ionization TOF mass spectra are presently being collected for 
these two systems - the preliminary results confirm these conclusions. These results are 
not yet published and we consider them preliminary. We need to evaluate the 118 nm 
data and understand them, and confirming isotope experiments (15N0, etc.) need to be 
carried out, as well. Nonetheless, these data are presently guiding theoretical evaluation 
of cluster reactivity with focus on FezO, FezOz, Fez03 and some clusters that do not 
appear to be reactive (e.g., Fe404,.. .). We hope to demonstrate the different behavior for 
“reactive” and “unreactive” species through calculations. 

We have carried out similar studies for the SOZlSO3 V,O, system. Again, only a 
very few (small) dusters, V02, V203,V40n, 4 I 11 5 8, appear to be active in the reaction 
(see Figure 4). Interestingly, v204 cluster intensity seems to increase as the V203 
intensity decreases (note the V204N305 intensity ratio with added SO2 gas in the cell - 
see Figure 4b) for these experiments. This will later be understood or rationalized based 
on calculations. These clusters travel through the reaction cell in about 50-100 ps and 
undergo 0.1 to 5 coHisions during this time, depending on the cell pressure ( 5  x 10“ to 5 
x torr). These estimates of course depend on cluster velocity, size and temperature, 
and are in general reasonable limits. More quantitative results can be derived for 
individual species based on timing studies and spectroscopyh this instance, both I 18 nm 
and 193 nrn ionization have been completed and, due to the more extensive fragmentation 
for these neutral clusters compared to iron oxide neutral clusters, the I18 nm ionization 
results are more revealing and informative. We are presently engaged in an effort to 
detect the mass spectra of fragmented SO, SO? and SO3 reactant and product species 
under these conditions. 

The final reactivity study we have completed thus far deals with the interaction of 
CO with very oxygen deficient, neutral vanadium oxide clusters. In this case, we have 
observed cluster complexes of the form VSO~CO, VSO~CO, VSO~CO as CO is added to 
the reaction cell. Most likely the interactions between VSOZ, V ~ 0 3 ,  and V804 and CO are 
too strong for a product molecule to be released from the cluster complex, but these 
results indicate that the V@,, 2 5 n 5 4, series of neutral clusters has an enhanced 
interactionheaction with carbon monoxide. These mass spectra are shown in Figure 4d. 
Smaller clusters do no react with CO, but v90, and VloOn clusters also appear to form 
CO/V,O, complexes. 

These results demonstrate and reinforce two essential and important trends in all 
the metal oxide studies we have undertaken thus far: 1. the reactive species are all oxygen 
deficient with respect to the stable solid phase systems and often with respect to the most 
stable neutral clusters; and 2. the active clusters are small. This latter point is, of course, 
important for subsequent theoretical analysis and spectroscopic study. 

C. Calculation of Neutral Cluster Structure for Reactive Species - DFT 
Figures 5 and 6 give a “snapshot” of the progress we have made for calculating 

structures of reactive neutral clusters. We have made three choices for thcse calculations 
thus far: 1 .  of the two systems to calculate initially, Fe,O, and V,O,, we have chosen 
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V,O, as the much simpler, more productive, and best suited to DFT calculations because 
Fe,O, have too many unpaired electrons and too many degenerate states to be ideally 
calculated; 2. the functional to yield the best and most reliable structures and energy 
leveIs is BPW9l;Ig and 3. the basis sets to employ are TZVP (triple zeta valence pIus 
polarization) and LANL2DZ.’f+g+4 We believe that the choices are appropriate for the 
results needed to go beyond electronic and geometric cluster structure and to eventually 
calculate ceac tivity, transition states, and reactionlpotential energy surfaces. 

3b,c,d 
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Figure 4 (a, b, c ) .  V,O, clustcrs rcacting with SO2 to generate so3. Note in particular V404,5,6 and VJ07,s. 
Also VOz is a n  activc cluster for this reaction bascd on its intensity vs. concentration bchavior. (d) Oxygen 
deficient clustcrs VxOl VXO,, and VsO3 show strongly bound complexes with CO, as a function of  CO 
pressure in  the rcaction cell. In a,b,c one can see from the behavior of V1O4,j.b and V403 huw nonreactive 
clusers scatter with increased pressure of $02 in the reaction cell. Similar behavior arises for nonreactive V&, 
clusters with CO. 
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Figure 5.  Optimizcd structures for V,,O,, clusters at the BPW9I/TZVP level of DFT fur V204,  V?Or, and VjO7. V40u 
structures are calculated with the LANL2DZiD95 basis sets For Vi'O, respectively. For thc V105 clusters, wc have 
calculated excited triplet stntr: cnergies (kcaliino1) for spectroscopic acccss. Rclative isomer ericrgics are given, as wcll, 

in kcalhwl. 
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Fipurc 6 .  VS04  (V02S02) ,  V:SO5 ( V ~ O J S O ~ ) ,  and V,S07(VjOsSOI) complex isomers are calculated at the indicatcd 
levcl and relative isomer energies arc givcn in eV. 
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Figure 5 presents a series of cluster calculations for some of the V,O, clusters of 
interest. A few important points are worth noting about these calculated structures. First, 
a number of cluster stoichiometries (e.g., VlO4, V205,. . .) have isomers, and some isomer 
are within 20 kcal/mol of the calculated lowest energy structure (e.g,,V204). In these 
instances, either isomer could be the lower energy structure and certainly both would be 
populated in the neutral cluster beam. Second, these clusters look like “surfaces” in the 
sense that all atoms are available for interactionslreactions with other species. Third, 
excited triplet states are calculated for VZOS structures and could be spectroscopically 
accessed if the density of states and coupling between states are small, and relaxation 
processes are not too fast. Fourth, the VnO9 cluster begins to look “three-dimensional.” 
Fifth, one can understand the fragmentation pattern (loss of nO and not M,O,, in general) 
we have observed for these clusters. For a parent neutral to lose an M,O, fragment, many 
(strong) M - 0  bonds must be broken; for a parent to lose an 0 atom, only one M - 0  bond 
is broken. The weaker M-M bonds are not present in these small clusters for the low 
energy isomers. Note too that terminal, bridging, oxo, and oxonide oxygen species are 
calculated for various cluster structures. One can also see from Figure 5 that 
fragmentation of a cluster upon ionization could stop after only a few (terminal) oxygen 
atoms have been lost. These structures are thus consistent with the neutral cluster 
fragmentation patterns discussed for fragmenting ionization.’ Ionization energies, single 
photon energies, and RRKM calculations of fragmentation times, are all consistent with 
the qualitative behavior observed for these 

Additionally, we have published BPW9 1 /LANL2DZ/D95 (effective core potential 
basis set for V and D95 basis set for 0) structures for Zr,O, clustcrs.lp These calculations 
are checked against three others for accuracy and are found to be quite consistent with 
structures and energies obtained with other algorithms and basis sets, as well as our 
experimental results for fragmentation and neutral cluster stability.4 All of these prior 
results have been generated by two postdoctoral fellows and an undergraduate. The 
undergraduate was an REU student and learned how to do these experiments and could 
be very helpful in data collection, setting up experiments, and doing DF calculations. 

The next series of calculations to consider are BPW9ljLANL2DZ studies of the 
reaction complexes V,O,SO2. These are given in Figure 6 a, b, c : note again that various 
isomers exist that are possible structures in the experimental apparatus. These are 
minimum energy structures for the various complexes between V,O, and SO?. 

This information can be employed to help interpret our data in the following way. 
The energies of all relevant species are plotted on a single chart as depicted in Figure 7 
for V01S02 and V2O3SO2 “reactions.” Additionally, 10.5 eV (the single photon 
ionization energy) can be added to the clusters as indicated by the dotted line in the chart, 
Consider Figure 7a first. The (VOz, SO?) (VO, so3) and (VOj, SO> individual isolated 
molecular pairs are indicated on the chart along with the various complex isomers 
calculated {see Figures 6). Formation of these complex (VSO4) structures is without 
transition states and is barrierless according to our cakulations at the BPW9 l/LANL2DZ 
levcl of DFT. The energies for these complexes and mdecules are plotted on the chart 
and show that the various isomers of VSOj are about 2-4 eV lower in energy than the 
separated (VO:, SO?) molecules, that (VO3, SO) molecules are about 1.5 cV lower in 
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Figure 7, Relative isomer and structure cncrgies arc plottcd from Figures 5 and 6 on single charts along with ionization 
cncrgics and the indicated 10.5 cV I18 nm ionization photon energy. The vertical axis gives relative cncrgies of the 
various complexes and molecular specics, whilc thc hnrizontal axis just spreads out thc isomeric struckre5 for easy 
visualization. a. (VO? + SO?) - note (VO?, SO:) and (VO], SO) energies. VO]' is too high in energy to be gcncratcd with 
10.5 cV ionization and thus one only detects the loss of  VO? intensity. VSO'j ions could be acccsscd according to thesc 
calculations but arc not observed. b. (V?Oj + SO?) - Same general cornmcnts apply for this chart of V.SO5 species but 
now both V204  and V:07 can be ionized. Again the complex is not dctcctcd. Both V2SOSt and \'SO4' (or thcir nuutrals) 
mav not live lone: enough to he detected. Sce text for a detailed description of thesc rcsults. 



energy than (VOz, SOz) molecules, and that (VO, SO3) molecules are about 5 eV higher 
in energy than the starting reactants. Note in particular that for the (VO2, SO?) system the 
energy remains constant in the gas phase and is not dissipated, except perhaps by the very 
few coliisions in the reaction cell that do not cause complexation. Thus, all isomers of 
VSO4, as well as (V03, SO) molecdes, are energetically accessible to the (VOZ, SOZ) 
system. Now, what is accessible in our 10.5 eV, single photon ionization experiments 
based on these theoretical estimates for the system’s energetics? We cannot ionize, with 
this energy, SO, SOZ, 9 3 3 ,  or (apparently) V03, according to our calculations and to 
NIST (http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry} values for SO2 and SO3. SO ionization energy 
is given as 10.3 eV. Based on the calculations we might be able to create VSOd isomers 
but the ionization energies given in Figure 7a are adiabatic, not vertical values. We 
cannot observe negative ions. Thus the presented calculations at the BPW9 1 ILANLZDZ 
DFT theory level preliminarily suggest that we should observe a selective loss of VOz 
intensity with increasing SO1 pressure in the reaction cell, but probably no appearance of 
SO, SOZ, SO3, or VO3. We do not observe any of these latter species (or VSOd+) and we 
observe a relative decrease of VOz’. The calculations are thereby consistent with the 
experimental observations, but predict a very surprising (to us) mechanism for SO3 
generation by V,O,: first SO is generated, and then 0 2  + SO + SO3 (AH = -120 
kcallmol, no barrier or activation energy). We will return to this mechanism and other 
“catalytic” questions shortly. 

Consider now the calculational data presented in Figure 7b for V203 + SO?, 
VlS05. Using the same approach as for VSO4 we locate ( V ~ 0 2 ,  SO*), (V& SO), 
(VISOZ, SO3) and the VZSOS isomers on the chart. The various ion energetics can be 
found on this chart, as well, along with the indicated 10.5 eV photon energy. This chart 
would predict a loss of Vz03 intensity, a gain in V204 intensity, and perhaps a V2S05’ 
peak. The latter is not observed but the two former predictions are observed. The most 
obvious explanation for the absence of VzSO5’ features in the TOFM spectra is a short 
lifetime and generation of (V204, SO). Note again that these results, while they are 
consistent with the experimental observations, are still quite preliminary and unpublished. 

The reduction to SO is predicted for SO?, along with oxidation of VzO 3 to V ~ 0 4 .  
Since 0 2  is always available for the condensed, bulk phase catalysis of SO1 to SO>, could 
SO2 be reduced to the highly reactive biradical SO, which then reacts with 0 2 ,  

barrierlessly and exothermically, to generate SO3. Is this a possible condensed phase 
mechanism? Would the 0 2  come from the solid or the gas? What we have thus far 
calculated is suggestive, interesting, surprising (to us), possible, and preliminary. We are 
presently engaged in calculating similar diagrams for molecules of V,O, that do not 
evidence a relative change in the TOFM spectrum as SO? pressure is increased in the 
reaction cell, to demonstrate that an apparent “no effect” for the mass spectrum of a 
V,O, species can be explained, as well. At the very least these calculations have 
suggested a mechanism for the conversion of SO2 to SO1 by V,O, molecules in the gas 
phase that is unanticipated and a possibility for a catalytic mechanism 

Finally, the chemical reaction equations V103 + SO1 -+ V 2 0 ~  + SOJ, VzOs+ SO2. - V203 + SO3 or VO? + SO1 +, VO + SO3 do not actually represent a catalytic system 
unless VmOn-lcan return to V,O,. Clearly 0 2  at some level must play a role here for this 
apparently “non-stoichiometric” chemistry. We will need to explore this phase of the 
total reaction to generate and model the catalytic cyckn5 For the suggested gas phase 
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molecular mechanism, in which the V,O, molecule is initially oxidized (VmOn+l) and the 
SO2 molecules is initially reduced (SO),  the return mechanism may involve a reaction 
between different V,O, species or sites in the condensed phase. We will try to explore 
such mechanism after we have more solid results for the first part of this cycle (i.e., SO2 

We are presently exploring the full potential energy surface for these reactions to 
locate barriers and mechanistic pathways. We are exploring Can-Parrinello molecular 
dynamics algorithms for this work and have down loaded these programs from the 
appropriate web site. We are exploring the useable functionals to see if they will give 
structures we calculate at the higher level mixed functionals we now employ for these 
calculations. 

In conjunction with our colleagues Prof. S. Khanna and Dr. B. Reddy we have 
also pursued calculation for the COIC02 transformation by FezO, Fe202, and F303. The 
approach here is somewhat different than that taken for the SOd303, V,O, system. We 
are also pursuing the Fe,O, calculations as we presented above for V,O,. In the Fez0 
calculation the same BPW9I functional is used with a numerical basis set: an assumed 
mechanism in which more than one CO can attach to the metal oxide molecule in the 
reaction is employed. The motivation for this approach is that for the NO to N2 

transfornation this is a requirement. Again all these results are preliminary. Figure 8 
presents the multipIe CO molecule calculation for a three molecule mechanism. A two 
CO rnoleculdFe20 mechanism is also viable given the thermal bonding energy in the 
cluster. As pointed out in the beginning of this section, such clusters can be long Lived if 
energy is stored in excited electronidspin states for the system. This approach shown in 
Figure 8 just serves as an example of how such a multiple interaction site mechanism 
might occur. Catalytic rejuvenation is again a part of the cycle that has yet to be 
considered either experimentally or theoretically. 
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Figurc 8. Siiggcstcd multimolecular mechanism for CO to COz convcrsion by FelO. A similar two CO molcculc 
mechanism can also occur with the cccrgy in the cluster to excite thc CO bond and elongate i t  to ca. 1.3 A. 
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D. 
Rovibronic spectroscopy is -a very valuable technique for generating detailed 

structural, energy level, and temperature information on gas phase species like V,O, and 
SO,. We have now published the spectrum for the B + X transition of VOZ near 16,400 
cm-’.lf Employing double resonance techniques we have positively identified the 
molecular carrier of the spectrum. The transition is consistent with published 
calculations, photoelectron spectra, and our DFTIBPW9 1ILANL2DZ approach. We 
identify 21, 2’, 1 1 ,  and I1 modes for these electronic states, reproduce rotational structure 
for T,, - 50 K and vibrational hot bands for Tv,b - 700 K. VO spectroscopy also yields a 
700 5 Tv& 800 K internal temperature for the molecule.‘h Figure 9 presents the spectrum 
for VOz and resolved rotational envelopes and simulations. The figure caption presents 
some of the experimental detection technique details. These results are very important for 
our effort for two reasons: 1. temperature of the clusters will eventually be one of the 
factors that will govern reactivity and relevance to condensed phase actual catalytic 
behavior; and 2. spectroscopy checks the structure and energy level calculations we rely 
on for interpretation of the experimental results. Thus far we can believe in the 
calculational results because of these data. Our DFT calculations for VOz are consistent, 
with regard to structure, vibrations, and electronic excited states, with these spectroscopic 
data, the photoelectron data, and ab initio calculations of V02 roperties. 

We have observed additional spectra in the 18000 cm- region that we believe are 
associated with VZOS. We are now in the process of mass detecting these features to 
prove their carrier molecule. 

The above calculations of (VOz t- SO$ and (V202 + S02) reaction systems predict 
an ionization energy for SO of ca. 11 eV in rough agreement with the photoelectron value 
of 10.5 eV. We could also detect SO by its AC3n) - X(j2-) and B(3Z-) - X(’C-) 
electronic transition at ca. 38,000 cm-’ and 41,370 cm-’, respectively.‘ We will soon 
begin io Inok for these tranqitions hy hoth fliinrewence And mass rewlved (MRES) 
techniques.’‘ 

Spectroscopy of V,O, and SO 
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